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Abstract—Cloud computing offers a new way of service provision by re-arranging various resources over the Internet. The most

important and popular cloud service is data storage. In order to preserve the privacy of data holders, data are often stored in cloud in an

encrypted form. However, encrypted data introduce new challenges for cloud data deduplication, which becomes crucial for big data

storage and processing in cloud. Traditional deduplication schemes cannot work on encrypted data. Existing solutions of encrypted

data deduplication suffer from security weakness. They cannot flexibly support data access control and revocation. Therefore, few of

them can be readily deployed in practice. In this paper, we propose a scheme to deduplicate encrypted data stored in cloud based on

ownership challenge and proxy re-encryption. It integrates cloud data deduplication with access control. We evaluate its performance

based on extensive analysis and computer simulations. The results show the superior efficiency and effectiveness of the scheme for

potential practical deployment, especially for big data deduplication in cloud storage.

Index Terms—Access control, big data, cloud computing, data deduplication, proxy re-encryption
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1 INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing offers a new way of Information
Technology services by rearranging various resources

(e.g., storage, computing) and providing them to users
based on their demands. Cloud computing provides a big
resource pool by linking network resources together. It has
desirable properties, such as scalability, elasticity, fault-tol-
erance, and pay-per-use. Thus, it has become a promising
service platform.

The most important and popular cloud service is data
storage service. Cloud users upload personal or confidential
data to the data center of a Cloud Service Provider (CSP)
and allow it to maintain these data. Since intrusions and
attacks towards sensitive data at CSP are not avoidable [35],
it is prudent to assume that CSP cannot be fully trusted by
cloud users. Moreover, the loss of control over their own
personal data [44], [45] leads to high data security risks,
especially data privacy leakages [43]. Due to the rapid
development of data mining and other analysis technolo-
gies, the privacy issue becomes serious [42]. Hence, a good
practice is to only outsource encrypted data to the cloud in
order to ensure data security and user privacy [36]. But the
same or different users may upload duplicated data in
encrypted form to CSP, especially for scenarios where data
are shared among many users. Although cloud storage
space is huge, data duplication greatly wastes network

resources, consumes a lot of energy, and complicates data
management. The development of numerous services
further makes it urgent to deploy efficient resource manage-
ment mechanisms [37], [38]. Consequently, deduplication
becomes critical for big data storage and processing in the
cloud.

Deduplication has proved to achieve highcost savings,
e.g., reducing up to 90-95 percent storage needs for backup
applications [9] and up to 68 percent in standard file sys-
tems [10]. Obviously, the savings, which can be passed back
directly or indirectly to cloud users, are significant to the
economics of cloud business. How to manage encrypted
data storage with deduplication in an efficient way is a prac-
tical issue. However, current industrial deduplication solu-
tions cannot handle encrypted data. Existing solutions for
deduplication suffer from brute-force attacks [7], [11], [12],
[13], [14]. They cannot flexibly support data access control
and revocation at the same time [16], [18], [19], [20]. Most
existing solutions cannot ensure reliability, security and pri-
vacy with sound performance [23], [24], [25].

In practice, it is hard to allow data holders to manage
deduplication due to a number of reasons. First, data hold-
ers may not be always online or available for such a man-
agement, which could cause storage delay. Second,
deduplication could become too complicated in terms of
communications and computations to involve data holders
into deduplication process. Third, it may intrude the pri-
vacy of data holders in the process of discovering dupli-
cated data. Forth, a data holder may have no idea how to
issue data access rights or deduplication keys to a user in
some situations when it does not know other data holders
due to data super-distribution. Therefore, CSP cannot coop-
erate with data holders on data storage deduplication in
many situations.

In this paper, we propose a scheme based on data owner-
ship challenge and Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE) to manage
encrypted data storage with deduplication. We aim to solve
the issue of deduplication in the situation where the data
holder is not available or difficult to get involved. Mean-
while, the performance of data deduplication in our scheme
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is not influenced by the size of data, thus applicable for big
data. Specifically, the contributions of this paper can be
summarized as below:

� We motivate to save cloud storage and preserve the
privacy of data holders by proposing a scheme to
manage encrypted data storage with deduplication.
Our scheme can flexibly support data sharing with
deduplication even when the data holder is offline,
and it does not intrude the privacy of data holders.

� We propose an effective approach to verify data
ownership and check duplicate storage with secure
challenge and big data support.

� We integrate cloud data deduplication with data
access control in a simple way, thus reconciling data
deduplication and encryption.

� We prove the security and assess the performance of
the proposed scheme through analysis and simula-
tion. The results show its efficiency, effectiveness
and applicability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a brief overview of related work. Section 3 introduces
system and security models, preliminaries and notation. Sec-
tion 4 gives the detailed description of our scheme, followed
by security analysis and performance evaluation in Section
5. Finally, a conclusion is presented in the last section.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Encrypted Data Deduplication

Cloud storage service providers such as Dropbox [2], Goo-
gle Drive [3], Mozy [4], and others perform deduplication to
save space by only storing one copy of each file uploaded.
However, if clients conventionally encrypt their data, stor-
age savings by deduplication are totally lost. This is because
the encrypted data are saved as different contents by apply-
ing different encryption keys. Existing industrial solutions
fail in encrypted data deduplication. For example, DeDu
[17] is an efficient deduplication system, but it cannot han-
dle encrypted data.

Reconciling deduplication and client-side encryption is
an active research topic [1]. Message-Locked Encryption
(MLE) intends to solve this problem [5]. The most promi-
nent manifestation of MLE is Convergent Encryption (CE),
introduced by Douceur et al. [6] and others [7], [11], [12]. CE
was used within a wide variety of commercial and research
storage service systems. Letting M be a file’s data, a client
first computes a key K  HðMÞ by applying a crypto-
graphic hash function H to M, and then computes cipher-
text C  EðK;MÞ via a deterministic symmetric encryption
scheme. A second client B encrypting the same file M will
produce the same C, enabling deduplication. However, CE
is subject to an inherent security limitation, namely, suscep-
tibility to offline brute-force dictionary attacks [13], [14].
Knowing that the target data M underlying the target
ciphertext C is drawn from a dictionary S ¼ fM1; . . . ;Mng
of size n, an attacker can recover M in the time for n ¼ jSj
off-line encryptions: for each i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, it simply CE-
encrypts Mi to get a ciphertext denoted as Ci and returns
Mi such that C ¼ Ci. This works because CE is deterministic
and keyless. The security of CE is only possible when the
target data is drawn from a space too large to exhaust.

Another problem of CE is that it is not flexible to support
data access control by data holders, especially for data revo-
cation process, since it is impossible for data holders to gen-
erate the same new key for data re-encryption [18], [19]. An
image deduplication scheme adopts two servers to achieve
verifiability of deduplication [18]. The CE-based scheme
described in [19] combines file content and user privilege to
obtain a file token with token unforgeability. However, both
schemes directly encrypt data with a CE key, thus suffer
from the problem as described above. To resist the attack of
manipulation of data identifier, Meye et al. proposed to
adopt two servers for intra-user deduplication and inter-
deduplication [20]. The ciphertext C of CE is further
encrypted with a user key and transferred to the servers.
However, it does not deal with data sharing after deduplica-
tion among different users. ClouDedup [16] also aims to
cope with the inherent security exposures of CE, but it can-
not solve the issue caused by data deletion. A data holder
that removes the data from the cloud can still access the
same data since it still knows the data encryption key if the
data is not completely removed from the cloud.

Bellare et al. [1] proposed DupLESS that provides secure
deduplicated storage to resist brute-force attacks. In Dup-
LESS, a group of affiliated clients (e.g., company employees)
encrypt their data with the aid of a Key Server (KS) that is
separate from a Storage Service (SS). Clients authenticate
themselves to the KS, but do not leak any information about
their data to it. As long as the KS remains inaccessible to
attackers, high security can be ensured. Obviously, Dup-
LESS cannot control data access of other data users in a flex-
ible way. Alternatively, a policy-based deduplication proxy
scheme [15] was proposed but it did not consider dupli-
cated data management (e.g., deletion and owner manage-
ment) and did not evaluate scheme performance.

As stated in [21], reliability, security and privacy should
be taken into considerations when designing a deduplica-
tion system. The strict latency requirements of primary stor-
age lead to the focus on offline deduplication systems [22].
Recent studies proposed techniques to improve restore per-
formance [23], [24], [25]. Fu et al. [23] proposed History-
Aware Rewriting (HAR) algorithm to accurately identify
and rewrite fragmented chunks, which improved the
restore performance. Kaczmarczyk et al. [24] focused on
inter-version duplication and proposed Context-Based
Rewriting (CBR) to improve the restore performance for lat-
est backups by shifting fragmentation to older backups.
Another work [25] even proposed to forfeit deduplication to
reduce the chunk fragmentation by container capping. In
our previous work [33], we proposed using PRE for cloud
data deduplication. This scheme applies the hash code of
data to check ownership with signature verification, which
is unfortunately insecure ifHðMÞ is disclosed to a malicious
user. In this paper, we propose a new ownership verifica-
tion approach to improve our previous work and aim to
support big data deduplication in an efficient way.

2.2 Data Ownership Verification and Others

Halevi et al. [39] first introduced the practical implementa-
tion of Proofs of Ownership (PoW) based on Merkle tree for
deduplication, which realized client-side deduplication.
They proposed to apply an erasure coding or hash function
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over the original file first and then use Merkle tree on the
pre-processed data to generate the verification information.
When challenging a prover, a verifier randomly chooses
several leaves of the tree and obtains the corresponding sib-
ling-paths of all these leaves. Only when all paths are valid,
will the verifier accept the proof. This construction can iden-
tify deduplication at a client to save network bandwidth
and guarantee that the client holds a file rather than some
part. Pietro et al. [40] chose the projection of a file onto some
randomly selected bit-positions as proof to realize the
PoW. But both schemes above do not pay attention to data
privacy and the server for data storage could be aware of
the file content. Ng et al. [41] adapted the PoW to manage
the deduplication of encrypted data. This scheme also gen-
erates verification information for deduplication check
based on Merkle trees. Each leaf value is generated based
on several data blocks, while each interactive proof proto-
col can only challenge one leaf of the Merkle tree. In order
to achieve higher security by checking more data, the pro-
tocol should be executed multiple times which introduces
much overhead.

Yang et al. also proposed a cryptographically secure and
efficient scheme to check the ownership of a file, in which a
client proves to the server that it indeed possesses the entire
file without uploading the file [28]. By relying on dynamic
spot checking, a data holder only needs to access small but
dynamic portions of the original file to generate the proof of
possession of the original file, thus greatly reducing the bur-
den of computation on the data holder and minimizing the
communication cost between the data holder and CSP. At
the same time, by utilizing dynamic coefficients and ran-
domly chosen indices of the original files, the scheme mixes
the randomly sampled portions of the original file with the
dynamic coefficients to generate the unique proof in every
challenge. The work focuses on ownership proof of the
uploaded data during data deduplication. In this paper, we
use Eillptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) to verify data own-
ership with the support of an authorized party.

Yuan and Yu attempted to solve the issue of supporting
efficient and secure data integrity auditing with storage
deduplication for cloud storage [31]. They proposed a novel
scheme based on techniques including polynomial-based
authentication tags and homomorphic linear authenticators.
Their design allows deduplication of both files and their
corresponding authentication tags. Data integrity auditing

and storage deduplication are achieved simultaneously.
Public auditing and batch auditing are both supported. But
feasibility of supporting deduplication big data was not dis-
cussed in this work.

In order to reduce workloads due to duplicate files, Wu
et al. proposed Index Name Servers (INS) to manage not
only file storage, data deduplication, optimized node selec-
tion, and server load balancing, but also file compression,
chunk matching, real-time feedback control, IP information,
and busy level index monitoring [29]. To manage and opti-
mize storage nodes based on a client-side transmission sta-
tus by the proposed INS, all nodes must elicit optimal
performance and offer suitable resources to clients. In this
way, not only can the performance of a storage system be
improved, but the files can also be reasonably distributed,
decreasing the workload of the storage nodes. However,
this work cannot deduplicate encrypted data.

Fan et al. proposed a hybrid data deduplication mecha-
nism that provides a practical solution with partial semantic
security [30]. This solution supports deduplication on plain-
text and ciphertext. But this mechanism cannot support
encrypted data deduplication very well. It works based on
the assumption that CSP knows the encryption key of data.
Thus it cannot be used in the situation that the CSP cannot
be fully trusted by the data holders or owners.

In this paper, we apply ECC, PRE and symmetric encryp-
tion to deduplicate encrypted data. Our scheme can resist
the attacks mentioned above in CE and achieve good perfor-
mance without keeping data holders online all the time.
Meanwhile, it also ensures the confidentiality of stored data
and supports digital rights management. We aim to achieve
deduplication on encrypted big data in cloud.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENTS

3.1 System and Security Model

We propose a scheme to deduplicate encrypted data at CSP
by applying PRE to issue keys to different authorized data
holders based on data ownership challenge. It is applicable
in scenarios where data holders are not available for dedu-
plication control.

As shown in Fig. 1, the system contains three types of
entities: 1) CSP that offers storage services and cannot be
fully trusted since it is curious about the contents of stored
data, but should perform honestly on data storage in order
to gain commercial profits; 2) data holder (ui) that uploads
and saves its data at CSP. In the system, it is possible to
have a number of eligible data holders ðui; i ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ
that could save the same encrypted raw data in CSP. The
data holder that produces or creates the file is regarded as
data owner. It has higher priority than other normal data
holders, which will be presented in Section 4; 3) an autho-
rized party (AP) that does not collude with CSP and is fully
trusted by the data holders to verify data ownership and
handle data deduplication. In this case, AP cannot know the
data stored in CSP and CSP should not know the plain user
data in its storage.

In theory it is possible that CPS and its users (e.g., data
holders) can collude. In practice, however, such collusion
could make the CSP lose reputation due to data leakage. A
negative impact of bad reputation is the CSP will lose its

Fig. 1. System model.
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users and finally make it lose profits. On the other hand, the
CSP users (e.g., data holders) could lose their convenience
and benefits of storing data in CSP due to bad reputation of
cloud storage services. Thus, the collusion between CSP
and its users is not profitable for both of them. Concrete
analysis based on Game Theory is provided in [26]. There-
fore, we hold such an assumption as: CSP does not collude
with its users, e.g., performing re-encryption for unautho-
rized users to allow them to access data.

Additional assumptions include: data holders honestly
provide the encrypted hash codes of data for ownership
verification. The data owner has the highest priority. A data
holder should provide a valid certificate in order to request
a special treatment. Users, CSP and AP communicate
through a secure channel (e.g., SSL) with each other. CSP
can authenticate its users in the process of cloud data stor-
age. We further assume that the user policy PolicyðuÞ for
data storage, sharing and deduplication is provided to CSP
during user registration.

3.2 Preliminary and Notation

3.2.1 Preliminaries

1) Proxy Re-Encryption
A PRE scheme is represented as a tuple of (possibly proba-
bilistic) polynomial time algorithms ðKG;RG;E;R;DÞ:
ðKG;E;DÞ are the standard key generation, encryption,

and decryption algorithms. On input the security parameter

1k, KG outputs a public and private key pair ðpkA; skAÞ for
entity A. On input pkA and data M, E outputs a ciphertext
CA ¼ EðpkA;MÞ. On input skA and ciphertext CA, D out-
puts the plain dataM ¼ DðskA;CAÞ.

On input ðpkA; skA; pkBÞ, the re-encryption key genera-
tion algorithm RG, outputs re-encryption key rkA!B for a
proxy.

On input rkA!B and ciphertext CA, the re-encryption
function R, outputs RðrkA!B;CAÞ ¼ EðpkB;mÞ ¼ CB which
can be decrypted with private key skB.

2) Symmetric Encryption
EncryptðDEK;MÞ. The Encrypt algorithm takes as input

data M, the symmetric key DEK. It encrypts M with DEK
and outputs the ciphertext CT . This process is conducted at
user u to protect its data stored at CSP with DEK.

DecryptðDEK;CT Þ. The Decrypt algorithm takes as
input the encrypted data CT , the symmetric key DEK. The
algorithm decrypts CT with DEK and outputs the plain
data M. A user (data holder) conducts this process to gain
the plaintext of stored data at CSP.

3.2.2 Notation

Table 1 summarizes the notation used in the proposed
scheme.

3.2.3 System Setup

There are two groups G1; GT of prime order q with a
bilinear map e : G1 �G1 ! GT . The system parameters are
random generators g 2 G1 and Z ¼ eðg; gÞ 2 GT .

During system setup, every data holder ui generates ski
and pki for PRE: ski ¼ ai; pki ¼ gai where ai 2 Zp. The
public key pki is used for generating the re-encryption key
at AP for ui. Assuming that Eqða; bÞ is an elliptic curve over
GF ðqÞ, P is a base point that is shared among system enti-
ties, si2Rf0; . . . ; 2s � 1g is the ECC secret key of user ui and
Vi ¼ �siP is the corresponding public key and s is a secu-
rity parameter. The keys (pki; ski) and ðVi; siÞ of ui are
bound to a unique identifier of the user, which can be a
pseudonym. This binding is crucial for the verification of
the user identity. AP independently generates pkAP and
skAP for PRE and broadcast pkAP to CSP users.

4 SCHEME

Our scheme contains the following main aspects:
Encrypted Data Upload. If data duplication check is nega-

tive, the data holder encrypts its data using a randomly
selected symmetric keyDEK in order to ensure the security
and privacy of data, and stores the encrypted data at CSP
together with the token used for data duplication check.
The data holder encrypts DEK with pkAP and passes the
encrypted key to CSP.

Data Deduplication. Data duplication occurs at the time
when data holder u tries to store the same data that has
been stored already at CSP. This is checked by CSP through
token comparison. If the comparison is positive, CSP con-
tacts AP for deduplication by providing the token and the
data holder’s PRE public key. The AP challenges data own-
ership, checks the eligibility of the data holder, and then
issues a re-encryption key that can convert the encrypted
DEK to a form that can only be decrypted by the eligible
data holder.

Data Deletion. When the data holder deletes data from
CSP, CSP firstly manages the records of duplicated data

TABLE 1
System Notation

Key Description

ðpki; skiÞ The public key and secret key
of user ui for PRE

DEKi The symmetric key of ui

HðÞ The hash function
CT The ciphertext
CK The cipherkey
M The user data
KG The key generation algorithm

of PRE
RG The re-encryption key generation

algorithm of PRE
E The encryption algorithm

of PRE
R The re-encryption algorithm

of PRE
D The decryption algorithm

of PRE
EncryptðDEK;MÞ The symmetric encryption function

onM withDEK
DecryptðDEK;CT Þ The symmetric decryption function

on CT with DEK
ðVi; siÞ The key pair of user ui in Eillptic

Curve Cryptography (ECC) for
duplication check

P The base point in ECC
x ¼ HðHðMÞ � P Þ The token used for data

duplication check
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holders by removing the duplication record of this user. If
the rest records are not empty, the CSP will not delete the
stored encrypted data, but block data access from the holder
that requests data deletion. If the rest records are empty, the
encrypted data should be removed at CSP.

Data Owner Management. In case that a real data owner
uploads the data later than the data holder, the CSP canman-
age to save the data encrypted by the real data owner at the
cloud with the owner generated DEK and later on, AP sup-
ports re-encryption ofDEK at CSP for eligible data holders.

Encrypted Data Update. In case that DEK is updated by a
data owner with DEK0 and the new encrypted raw data is
provided to CSP to replace old storage for the reason of
achieving better security, CSP issues the new re-encrypted
DEK0 to all data holders with the support of AP.

4.1 Scheme to Verify Data Ownership

In order to check duplication, we first propose an ownership
verification protocol based on a cryptoGPS identification
scheme [47]. As shown in Fig. 2, we let AP to challenge data
holder ui to ensure that it is the real party that possesses data
M. CSP just checks if duplication happens by verifying if the
token xi ¼ HðHðMÞ � P Þ of dataM has existed already. This
design ensures that CSP cannot gain si and disclose HðMÞ to
a malicious party. In case that the same token exists, CSP
passes the further verification to AP that randomly chooses
c 2Rf0; . . . ; 2s � 1g and challenges ui by c. ui checks c tomake
sure that 0 � c � 2s � 1, computes y ¼ HðMÞ þ ðsi � cÞ and
sends y and Vi to AP. AP computes HðyP þ cViÞ and com-
pares it with xi. If challenge verification is positive, i.e.,
HðyP þ cViÞ ¼ xi, AP generates reencryption key rkAP!ui

and issues it to CSP. CSP re-encryptsEðpkAP ;DEKÞ and pro-
vides the re-encrypted key to ui, refer to Section 4.2.

4.2 Scheme to Grant Access to Duplicated Data

Data holder ui encrypts its secret key DEKi with
EðpkAP ;DEKiÞ and publishes it along with encrypted data
EncryptðDEKi;MÞ to CSP. If another data holder uj
uploads the same raw data encrypted using a different key,

CSP contacts AP to challenge ownership and grant DEKi

to the eligible duplicated data holder uj as described in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Grant Access to Duplicated Data

Input: pkj, PolicyðuiÞ, PolicyðAP Þ
- CSP requests AP to challenge ownership and grant access to
duplicated data for uj by providing pkj.
- After ensuring data ownership through challenge, AP checks
PolicyðAP Þ and issues CSP rkAP!ui ¼ RG ðpkAP ; skAP ; pkjÞ if
the check is positive.
- CSP transforms EðpkAP ;DEKiÞ into Eðpkj;DEKiÞ if
PolicyðuiÞ authorizes uj to share the same data M encrypted by

DEKi: RðrkAP!ui ;EðpkAP ;DEKÞÞ ¼ Eðpkj; DEKiÞ.
Note: rkAP!ui calculation can be skipped if it has been executed
already and the value of (pkj; skj) and (pkAP ; skAP ) remain

unchanged.
- Data holder uj obtains DEKi by decrypting Eðpkj; DEKiÞ
with skj:DEKi ¼ Dðskj;Eðpkj; DEKiÞÞ, and then it can access

dataM at CSP.

CSP operates as the proxy in the proposed scheme. It
indirectly distributes DEKi for data decryption to dupli-
cated data holders without learning anything about these
secrets (e.g., DEKi and M). Note that AP itself is not
allowed by the CSP to access the user’s personal data due to
business reasons.

4.3 Procedures

4.3.1 Data Deduplication

Fig. 3 illustrates the procedure of data deduplication at CSP
with the support of AP based on the proposed scheme. We
suppose that user u1 saves its sensitive data M at CSP with
protection using DEK1, while user u2 is a data holder who
tries to save the same data at CSP. The detailed procedure
of data deduplication is presented below:

Step 1 – System setup: as described in Section 3.
Step 2 – Data token generation: User u1 generates data

token of M, x1 ¼ HðHðMÞ � P Þ and sends fx1; pk1;
Certðpk1Þg to CSP.

Fig. 2. Data ownership verification.

Fig. 3. A procedure of data deduplication.
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Step 3 – Duplication check: CSP verifies Certðpk1Þ and
checks if the duplicated data is stored by finding
whether x1 exists. If the check is negative, it requests
data upload. User u1 encrypts dataM withDEK1 to get
CT1 and encryptdDEK1 with pkAP to get CK1. u1 sends
CT1 and CK1 to CSP, which saves them together with x1

and pk1. If the check is positive and the pre-stored data
is from the same user, it informs the user about this sit-
uation. If the same data is from a different user, refer to
Step 6 for deduplication.

Step 4 – Duplicated data upload and check: User u2 later on
tries to save the same dataM at CSP following the same
procedure of Step 2 and 3. That is, u2 sends the data
package fx2; pk2; Certðpk2Þg to CSP. Duplication hap-
pens because x2 exists, so CSP forwards fx2; pk2;
Certðpk2Þg to AP.

Step 5 – Ownership challenge: AP challenges the data owner-
ship of u2 by randomly choosing c 2Rf0; . . . ; 2s � 1g and
sending it to u2. u2 checks c to make sure that
0 � c � 2s � 1, computes y ¼ HðMÞ þ ðs2 � cÞ and sends
EðpkAP ; yÞ to AP. AP gets y, computes HðyP þ cV2Þ and
compares it with x2. IfHðyP þ cV2Þ ¼ x2, i.e., the owner-
ship challenge is successful, AP generates re-encryption
key rkAP!u2 by calling RGðpkAP ; skAP ; pk2Þ if it has not

been generated and issued toCSP.
Step 6 – Deduplication: CSP re-encrypts EðpkAP ;DEK1Þ by

calling RðrkAP!u2 ;EðpkAP ;DEK1ÞÞ ¼ Eðpk2;DEK1Þ
and provides the re-encrypted key Eðpk2; DEK1Þ to u2.
Then u2 can get DEK1 with its secret key sk2. u2 con-
firms the success of data deduplication to CSP that
records corresponding deduplication information in
the system after getting this notification.

At this moment, both u1 and u2 can access the same data
M saved at CSP. User u1 uses DEK1 directly, while u2 gets
to knowDEK1 by callingDðsk2;Eðpk2;DEK1ÞÞ.

4.3.2 Data Deletion at CSP

When data holder u2 wants to delete the data from CSP, it
sends deletion request to CSP: Certðpk2Þ, x2. CSP checks the
validity of the request, then removes deduplication record
of u2, and block u2’s later access to M. CSP further checks if

the deduplication record is empty. If yes, it deletes
encrypted data CT and related records.

4.3.3 Data Owner Management

In case that real data owner u1 uploads the data later than
data holder u2, CSP can manage to save the data encrypted
by the real data owner at the cloud and allow it to share the
storage. The real data ownership can be verified after chal-
lenging, e.g., the data owner should provide a specific certif-
icate to show its ownership. The procedure of data owner
management is shown in Fig. 4. In this case, CSP contacts
AP by providing all data holders’ pki (e.g., pk2) if CSP does
not know its corresponding re-encryption key rkAP!ui (e.g.,

rkAP!u2 ). AP issues rkAP!ui to CSP if ownership challenge

is positive. CSP re-encrypts CK1, gets re-encrypted DEK1

(e.g., Eðpk2; DEK1Þ), sends it to all related data holders
(e.g., u2), deletes CT2 and CK2 by replacing it with u1’s
encrypted copy CT1 and CK1, and finally updates corre-
sponding deduplication records.

4.3.4 Encrypted Data Update

In some cases, a data holder could update encrypted data
stored at CSP by generating a new DEK0 and upload the
newly encrypted data with DEK0 to CSP. As illustrated in
Fig. 5, u1 wants to update encrypted data stored at CSP
with new symmetric key DEK01. User u1 sends an update
request: fx1; CT

0
1; CK

0
1; update CT1g. CSP saves CT 01; CK

0
1

together with x1 and pk1. CSP contacts AP for deduplication
for other data holders if their re-encryption keys are not
known. AP checks its policy for generating and sending cor-
responding re-encryption keys (e.g., rkAP!u2), which are
used by CSP to perform re-encryption on CK01 for generat-
ing re-encrypted keys that can be decrypted by all eligible
data holders (e.g., Eðpk2; DEK01Þ). The re-encrypted keys
are then sent to the eligible data holders for future access on
data M. Any data holder can perform the encrypted data
update. Based on storage policy and service agreement
between the data holder and CSP, CSP decides if such an
update can be performed.

4.3.5 Valid Data Replication

As stated above, the savings through deduplication can be
passed back directly or indirectly to cloud users, which can
help them save storage costs. But sometimes data holders or
owners do not care about the storage costs, but want to hold

Fig. 4. A procedure of data owner management.

Fig. 5. A procedure of encrypted data update.
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the full control over their data. Hence, they upload and
store their own data at CSP, even when it has been
uploaded by other entities. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the user
ui generates a token with secret key si for deduplication
check of its own uploaded data. If it has not been stored by
ui, then ui encrypts its data with DEKi and encrypts DEKi

with pki. Different from the operation in deduplication, ui

generates CKi with pki rather than pkAP . Thus ui can control
its own data fully, such as data sharing, data deletion and
data update. For example, ui can generate rkui!uj for shar-

ing the data with uj.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

5.1 Security Analysis

Our scheme provides a secure approach to protect and
deduplicate the data stored in cloud by concealing plaintext
from both CSP and AP. The security of the proposed
scheme is ensured by PRE theory, symmetric key encryp-
tion and ECC theory.

Proposition 1. The cooperation of CSP and AP without collu-
sion guarantees that only eligible users can access plain dataM
and the data can be deduplicated in a secure way.

Proof. CSP has no way to know M since it is always in an
encrypted form. CSP knows CK encrypted with pkAP ,
but AP does not share its own secret key skAP with CSP.
Thus CSP cannot knowDEK and thenM. AP has no way
to access M since its access is blocked by CSP although
AP could obtainDEK. In addition, we apply proper man-
agement protocols to support data storage management
and data owner management to achieve deduplication at
the same time. tu
Data confidentiality is achieved by symmetric key

encryption (e.g., AES) and PRE. Data M could be disclosed
in two different ways. One is to obtain it from HðH
ðMÞ � P Þ. The hash function is assumed to be secure, i.e., it
is difficult to find collision attack. Therefore, M is impossi-
ble to be obtained through the hash code. Another is to dis-
close M by breaking the ciphertext of symmetric key
encryption CT ¼ EncryptðDEK;MÞ. Assuming that the
symmetric key encryption is secure, DEK becomes the key
point of data security. In the proposed scheme, DEK is
encrypted with pkAP through PRE as EðpkAP ;DEKÞ.
Because CSP and AP would not collude with each other,

CSP cannot gain DEK to get M because it knows nothing
about skAP although it stores CK and CT . The re-encryption
with pkAP!ui transforms the cipherkey under pkAP into the

cipherkey under pki. Similarly, CSP can get nothing from
the cipherkey for knowing nothing about ski. The autho-
rized user ui can obtain the data M by decrypting
Eðpki;DEKÞ with its own secret key ski, which can guaran-
tee that M is secure and can be only accessed by eligible
users. About a security proof on PRE, refer to [27].

In data replication, data are encrypted with the secret key
of data holder ui. Thus it can only be obtained with ski. The
re-encryption key for anyone can only be issued by ui rather
than AP, which guarantees its full control over the data. In
addition, only ui can generate the token xi

0 with its own
secret key si. Thus no one can guess its content and produce
the same xi

0 even though it holds the same data. Thus,
applying xi

0 for deduplication check can support valid data
replication for an individual user. Similar to the analysis
above, the data confidentiality is also achieved by symmet-
ric key encryption and PRE.

Proposition 2. HðMÞthat is the key to pass the duplication
check cannot be obtained by malicious cloud users.

Proof. HðHðMÞ � P Þ that plays as the token for data dupli-
cation check cannot reveal the value of HðMÞ � P , espe-
cially HðMÞ due to Elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem. Hence, even when the token is intercepted by
some malicious users, HðMÞ is still protected. CSP cannot
get any information except the token. Though AP can get
to know the value y ¼ HðMÞ þ ðsi � cÞ and the challenge
c, it cannot obtain si andHðMÞ. Thus, neither CSP nor AP
can obtainHðMÞ. tu
Based on the above security analysis, HðMÞ is not trans-

mitted between the involved parties and cannot be obtained
by any other parties. Even when CSP colludes with a mali-
cious cloud user, the malicious user can only obtain the
token HðHðMÞ � P Þ, not HðMÞ, thus impossible to access
M stored at cloud by passing the ownership challenge
raised by AP.

Proposition 3. To pass the ownership verification of AP, a cloud
user must indeed have dataM.

Proof. With real data M, user ui can generate correct HðMÞ,
compute right y ¼ HðMÞ þ ðsi � cÞ with si and the chal-
lenge c provided by AP, thus AP can successfully com-
pare that HðyP þ cViÞ ¼ HðHðMÞ � P þ ðsi � cÞ � P �
c� si � P Þ ¼ HðHðMÞ � PÞ ¼ xi is equal to xi, i.e., pass-
ing the ownership verification of AP. tu

5.2 Computation Complexity

The proposed scheme involves four kinds of system roles:
data owner, data holder, CSP and AP. To present the com-
putation complexity in details, we adopt AES for symmetric
encryption, ECC and PRE proposed in [8]. We analyze the
complexity of uploading one data file as below.

Data Owner. Regarded as the first data uploader, it is in
charge of four operations: system setup, data encryption,
key encryption, and token HðHðMÞ � P Þ generation. In
setup, the key generation of PRE includes 1 exponentiation.
The ECC key generation needs one point multiplication. In

Fig. 6. A procedure of valid replicated data upload.
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addition, system setup takes only once for all data storage
operations. The computation complexity of encrypting
data using DEK depends on the size of data, which is
inevitable in any cryptographic methods for protecting the
data. Likewise, the computation complexity of hash
depends on the size of data, but it is very fast, which can
be ignored. The encryption of DEK using PRE need 2
exponentiations. The first step of data upload for dedupli-
cation check involves one token generation, which needs
two hashes and one point multiplication. Thus, the compu-
tation complexity of data owner is Oð1Þ at both setup and
data upload.

CSP. A user uploads its data to CSP by sending token
HðHðMÞ � P Þ. CSP should first check if the same token has
existed (by comparing the token with the records in CSP,
which is inevitable in any deduplication schemes). Then,
CSP chooses to save the data if the token does not exist. If
the data holder uploads the same data, CSP contacts AP for
gaining a re-encryption key if the ownership challenge is
positive. In this case, CSP has to finish the re-encryption
operation of PRE, which requires 1 pairing. If the same data
is uploaded by n data holders, the computational complex-
ity is OðnÞ. CSP is responsible for allowing the access to the

same data for all data holders by avoiding storing the same
data in the cloud.

Data Holder. When data holder ui uploads the same data
that has been stored in CSP, it generates token
HðHðMÞ � P Þ as the data owner has done, which needs one
point multiplication. In addition, the data holder has to
compute y ¼ HðMÞ þ ðsi � cÞ during ownership challenge,
perform EðpkAP ; yÞ in order to protect HðMÞ from disclo-
sure in case y is known by a malicious party, and conduct
one more decryption for accessing the data, which involves
2 exponentiations in EðpkAP ; yÞ and 1 exponentiation in
Dðpki;DEKÞ. Note: the data holder has no need to encrypt
the original data for data upload. The computational com-
plexity of a data holder is Oð1Þ.

AP. AP is responsible for the re-encryption key manage-
ment. It challenges data ownership by randomly selecting c,
decrypting y and comparing HðyP þ cViÞ with xi. It checks
the policy and issues the re-encryption key for authorized
user by conducting two point multiplications. The decryp-
tion of y needs 1 exponentiation. The re-encryption key gen-
eration needs 1 exponentiation. AP needs to issue keys for
all authorized data holders that upload the same data.
Thus, the computational complexity of AP is OðnÞ. Notably,
if the re-encryption key of a data holder has been generated
and issued already, AP will only authorize CSP to perform
re-encrytion on CK and will not re-generate the re-encryp-
tion key any more.

We should note that the computational burden of system
setup, especially the generation of key pairs, can be amor-
tized over the lifetime of entities. Thus, our scheme is very
efficient. Table 2 lists the computation operations and com-
plexity of different roles. We also compare the scheme pre-
sented in this paper with our previous work [33]. We can
see that our scheme is more efficient at the side of data own-
ers and holders than [33] regarding big data deduplication
because the point multiplication is more efficient than the
exponentiation operation, also refer to Tables 4, 5, and 6.
Especially, data holders have no need to encrypt and
upload data, which can save much time and bandwidth.
Our scheme only introduces a bit more computation com-
plexity at AP. However, AP is a powerful server full of com-
putation capability. Thus additional computation load at AP
is acceptable.

TABLE 2
Computation Complexity of System Entities

by Comparing with [33]

Entity Algorithm Computations

[our scheme]

Computations

[33]

Complexity

Data

Owner

Setup 1�PointMulti þ
1� Exp

1�ModInv þ
1�Exp

Oð1Þ

Data upload 2 �Exp þ
1�PointMulti

3�Exp

CSP Re-encryption 1 �Pair 1�Pair OðnÞ

Data

Holder

System Setup 1�PointMulti þ
1�Exp

1�ModInv þ
1� Exp

Oð1Þ

Challenge

Response

2�Exp þ
1�PointMulti

–

Data upload – 3�Exp
Decryption for

access

1�Exp 1�Exp

AP

System Setup 1�Exp 1�Exp OðnÞ
Ownership

challenge and

re-encryption

key generation

2�Exp þ 2�Point
Multi

1�Exp

Notes: Pair: Bilinear Pairing; Exp: Exponentiation; ModInv: Modular Inver-
sion; n: Number of data holders who share the same data; PointMulti: Point
multiplication in ECC.

TABLE 3
Test Environments

Hardware
Environment

CPU: Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q9400 2.66 GHZ
Memory: 4 GB SDRAM

Software
Environment

Operating System: Ubuntu v14.04, Windows
Home Ultimate editions 64 bit
Programming Environment: Eclipse Luna
CDT, Java
Secure Protocol: OpenSSL
Library: Pairing Based Cryptography
(http://crypto.stanford.edu/pbc/)
Database: MySQL v5.5.41

TABLE 4
Operation Time of Each Step in Data Ownership Challenge

Operation Time (millisecond)

Cloud
User

Credential initiation 0.5
Data token generation 0.6
Data upload (10 MB data) 149.8
Challenge response 4.31

AP Ownership challenge verification 1.2

TABLE 5
Operation Time of Each Basic Operation

in Our Proposed Scheme and [33]

BasicOperation Pair Exp(G1) Exp(GT ) ModInv PointMulti

Time
(millisecond)

5.07 3.66 0.55 0.003 0.6
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5.3 Communication Cost

The extra communication cost introduced by the proposed
scheme is trivial. Refer to Fig. 3, extra cost introduced by
our scheme is f2xi; pkig during data uploading and storage.
Its size is 1344 bits if using SHA-1 hash function. Data dedu-
plication also introduces some extra communication cost:
2fxi; pkig, c, EðpkAP ; yÞ, rkAP!ui , Eðpki;DEKÞ and Vi. The

size is 5984 bits if DEK size is 256 bits and challenge num-
ber c is 160 bits. We can see that the communication cost of
our scheme is very light and it is not influenced by the size
of uploaded data. Thus, the proposed scheme is suitable for
supporting big data deduplication with regard to communi-
cation cost.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

5.4.1 Implementation and Testing Environment

We implemented the proposed scheme and tested its per-
formance. Table 3 describes our implementation and testing
environments. We applied a MySQL database to store data
files and related information. In our test, we did not take
into account the time of data uploading and downloading.
We focused on testing the performance of the deduplication
procedure and algorithms designed in our scheme.

5.4.2 Efficiency Test

Test 1: Efficiency of data encryption and decryption
In this experiment, we tested the operation time of data

encryption and decryption with AES by applying different
AES key sizes (128 bits, 196 bits and 256 bits) and different
data size (from 10 megabytes to 600 megabytes). The testing
environment was Intel Core i5-3337U CPU 1.80 GHz 4.00
GB RAM, Ubuntu v13.10 2.0 GB RAM, Dual-Core processor,
25.0G Hard disk. As shown in Fig. 7, we observed that even
when the data is as big as 600 MB, the encryption/decryp-
tion time is less than 13 seconds if applying 256-bit AES
key. Applying symmetric encryption for data protection is a
reasonable and practical choice. The time spent on AES
encryption and decryption is increased with the size of
data. This is inevitable in any encryption schemes. Since
AES is very efficient on data encryption and decryption,
thus it is practical to be applied for big data.

Test 2: Efficiency of PRE
We tested the efficiency of each operation of 1024-bit PRE

with different sizes of AES symmetric keys (128 bits, 196 bits
and 256 bits). Fig. 8 shows the operation time that is the
average time of 500 tests. We observe that our scheme is
very efficient. The time spent for PRE key pair generation
(KeyGen), re-encryption key generation (ReKeyGen),
encryption (Enc), re-encryption (ReEnc) and decryption
(Dec) is not related to the length of an input key. For the
tested three AES key sizes, the encryption time is less than 5
milliseconds. The decryption time is about 1 millisecond,

which implies that our scheme does not introduce heavy
processing load to data owners and holders. We also
observe that the computation time of each operation does
not vary too much with the different length of AES key size.
Therefore, our scheme can be efficiently adapted to various
security requirements in various scenarios. Obviously, our
scheme used for deduplication does not introduce much
computation cost. In particular, the PRE related operations
for deduplication are not influenced by the size of stored
data. This fact implies that the proposed scheme is similarly
efficient with regard to different sizes of big data deduplica-
tion. This result shows the significance and practical poten-
tial of our scheme to support big data storage and
deduplication.

Test 3: Data Ownership Challenge
In this experiment, we selected 192-bit field of elliptic

curve (160-bit ECC has a security level comparable to 1024-
bit RSA), 256-bit AES, 1024-bit PRE and 10M uploaded data.
We tested the operation time of each step of data ownership
verification as presented in Fig. 2. Obviously, the duplica-
tion check operated by CSP depends on the size of the stor-
age. AP initiates the ownership challenge with a randomly
chosen number. Hence, we neglect these two steps and

Fig. 7. Operation time of file encryption and decryption with AES.

Fig. 8. The execution time of PRE operations.

TABLE 6
Total Operation Time of Cloud Users in Our Proposed

Scheme and [33] (Unit: millisecond)

Entity Total time [our scheme] Total time [33]

Data Owner 150.4 151.2
Data Holder 4.91 151.2
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mainly focus on the computations operated by cloud users
and AP, which are presented in Table 4.

We can observe that data upload is the most time-con-
suming if the file is big, but it is inevitable in all schemes.
Compared with [33], the users do not need to process data
encryption if another user has uploaded the data already.
Therefore, our scheme can save a lot of computation load
and communication cost for cloud users. In addition, the
data ownership challenge in the proposed scheme is very
lightweight, which does not involve much burden to cloud
users. This implies that our scheme is very efficient and
very suitable for deduplication check on big data.

Test 4: Comparison with [33]
We have analyzed the computation complexity of our

scheme in Section 5.2. Here, we further compare its efficieny
with [33] by presenting the basic operation time in Table 5.
For ease presentation and comparison, the notations are
inherited from Table 2.

We can observe that the point multiplication is much
more efficient than exponentiation over the group G1 and
approximate to that over GT , which further proves that our
scheme is efficient and does not introduce new overhead.

As the time to setup system can be amortized over the
lifetime of cloud users, we only compare their time to
upload and store data. Based on the implementation results
and analysis (1024-bit PRE, 1024-bit RSA [46], and 256-bit
AES), we present the time for cloud users to upload 10 MB
data in this proposed scheme and [33] respecitively, which
is shown in Table 6. We can observe that our scheme has
great advantage. This scheme saves much time for those
data holders who upload duplicated data.

5.4.3 Functional Test

We set up two users (User 1: zhq; User 2: cyl) in the system
for testing purpose in order to illustrate that the designed
scheme works well with correct functional implementation.

Case 1: User zhq uploads a new file named chandelier.
txt.

User zhq encrypts the encryption key DEK with pkAP
and generates key file named as key_zhq_chandelier.txt, As
the cloud has not yet stored this data file, the data file is
encrypted and successfully uploaded to the cloud as an

encrypted file C_chandelier.txt, shown in Fig. 9. When user
zhq tried to access the data, it obtains the plaintext file
M_chandelier.txt. Fig. 10 shows the transformation between
plaintext and ciphertext.

Case 2: User cyl uploads the same file chandelier.txt.
As shown in Fig. 11, CSP found that the file has been

uploaded by user zhq through duplication check. Note that
no matther what the file name is, CSP can detect duplication
if the file content is the same as a file saved already. The CSP
would not save the file but ask AP to challenge ownership
and issue a re-encryption key to user cyl for accessing the
same file. Finally, the AP issues a re-encryption key rk1!2 to
allow user cyl to share the file chandelier.txt that has been
stored already.

Case 3: User cyl accesses the shared file chandelier.txt
User zhq uploaded chandelier.txt and denoted as data

owner. User cyl uploaded the same file. Now it tried to
access this shared file. As shown in Fig. 12, CSP and AP
allow cyl to access the pre-uploaded file. Usr cyl can down-
load the file and obtain the data.

Case 4: Data owner management
User cyl has uploaded file summertime.txt as a data

holder. When the data owner zhq uploads this file, CSP

Fig. 9. New file upload process.

Fig. 11. Reject duplicated saving and issue a re-encryption key.

Fig. 10. The transformation between plaintext and ciphertext of a file.
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removes the data record of cyl and replaces it with the cor-
responding record of zhq, as shown in Fig. 13.

Case 5: Data deletion
User zhq is the data owner of the file chandelier.txt. If

user cyl as a data holder wants to delete the file, CSP just
blocks the access of cyl, as shown in Fig. 14. But if the data
owner zhq wants to delete the file, CSP needs to delete the
record of zhq but keep the record of cyl. CSP blocks the
access of zhq to the file, as shown in Fig. 15.

5.5 Further Discussions

The proposed scheme has the following additional
advantages.

Flexibility. The proposed scheme can flexibly support
access control on encrypted data with deduplication. One
data holder can flexibly update DEK. The new key can be
easily issued to other data holders or eligible data users by
CSP with a low cost, especially when AP has issued the re-
encyption key already. Data revocation can be realized by
blocking data access at CSP and rejecting key re-encryption
on a newly applied key DEK0. The detailed process of data
revocation is described in [34]

Low Cost of Storage. The scheme can obviously save the
storage space of CSP since it only stores one copy of the
same data that is shared by data owner and data holders.
Storing deduplication records occupies some storage or
memory for saving token pki and xi (only 1024 þ 160 bits).
But comparing with the big volume of duplicated data, this
storage cost can be ignored.

Big Data Support. The proposed scheme can efficiently
perform big data deduplication. First, duplicated big data
upload is efficient because only xi and pki are sent to CSP.
CSP performs hash comparison and then contacts AP to
challenge ownership for issuing a re-encryption key. The
computation and communication cost of this process
(involving ownership challenge, re-encryption key genera-
tion, CK re-encryption and re-encrypted key decryption) is
not influenced by the size of big data. Second, uploading
ciphertext CT is inevitable in almost all schemes for dedu-
plication. The proposed scheme only introduces a bit extra
communication load (i.e., CK) and a little bit additional
communication cost for ownership challenge. Compared

with big data upload cost and storage cost, they are very
trivial and efficient.

6 CONCLUSION

Managing encrypted data with deduplication is important
and significant in practice for achieving a successful cloud
storage service, especailly for big data storage. In this paper,
we proposed a practical scheme to manage the encrypted big
data in cloud with deduplication based on ownership chal-
lenge and PRE. Our scheme can flexibly support data update
and sharing with deduplication even when the data holders
are offline. Encrypted data can be securely accessed because
only authorized data holders can obtain the symmetric keys
used for data decryption. Extensive performance analysis and
test showed that our scheme is secure and efficient under the
described security model and very suitable for big data dedu-
plication. The results of our computer simulations further
showed the practicability of our scheme. Futurework includes
optimizing our design and implementation for practical
deployment and studying verifiable computation to ensure
that CSP behaves as expected in deduplicationmanagement.
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